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pinning (which are not understood at present).
When the external magnetic field is swept

at a constant rate dH, /dt and no ac magnetic
field is superimposed on the swept field, one
measures a voltage which is proportional to
dM/dHo. In other words, one measures the
slope of the static magnetization curve direct-
ly. ' When a time-varying field h, sin~t is su-
perimposed on the swept field the interpreta-
tion of the experimental results is more com-
plex, though the physics of the superconduct-
ing surface sheath is the same as has been
discussed above.

I would like to thank L. J. Barnes for inter-
esting discussions.

Note added in proof. —Recent experiments
by P. O. J. Van Engelen, G. J. C. Hots, and
B. S. Blaisse IPhys. Letters 19, 465 (1965)]
and also by E. Maxwell and W. P. Robbins (to
be published) came to the author's attention.
These experiments can be readily interpreted
with the above theory.
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When &0 is kept constant and ho is slowly reduced

from h to zero, the AM value of the sample will ap-
proximately vanish. The total current in the sheath is
then zero and the sample is "demagnetized. »

For simplicity we have linearized the +47|M curves
and the gz(t) curve. This is a good approximation for
samples of the size used in Ref. l.
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In polar crystals, electromagnetic waves
and optical phonons interact strongly when their
energies and wave vectors are nearly equal.
This interaction removes the intersection of
the uncoupled dispersion curves, ' and results
in an upper and lower branch which have mixed
electromagnetic and mechanical nature. The
crystal excitations in this mixed region have
been called polaritons by Henry and Hopfield'
who were the first to observe Raman scatter-
ing from them. Henry and Hopfield observed
a 20% shift in the polariton frequency in GaP
as the scattering angle was varied from the
forward to near-forward direction.

Because ZnO is a uniaxial crystal, we have
been able to obtain nearly a three-fold shift
in the polariton frequency as a function of an-
gle in the near-forward direction. The advan-
tage of a uniaxial crystal' is that in a positive
crystal such as ZnO the frequency of the polar-

iton that conserves energy and wave vector
can be made small if one makes the incident
light an ordinary ray and the Stokes Raman
light an extraordinary ray with the maximum
index. The frequency of the allowed polariton
is increased as the angle from the forward
direction is increased, so that a frequency
shift from 160 to 407 cm ' has been obtained.

For comparison, the case in which the input
is an extraordinary ray with the maximum in-
dex and the Raman light is an ordinary ray has
also been studied. Here, the wave vector and
therefore the frequency of allowed polariton
is large in the forward direction, so that a
shift of only around 20% in the polariton fre-
quency was obtained.

Our experimental setup consists of the or-
dinary (extraordinary) incident light (4880 A

from the ionized argon laser) propagating along
the x axis while the extraordinary (ordinary)
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where the two solutions for a given wave vec-
tor k yield the two branches of the dispersion
curve, i.e., the two values of ~ = 2n v. Here,
v0 is the lattice dispersion frequency at 407
cm ', ' c& and e&~ are the static and high-
frequency dielectric constants and are taken
as 8.15 and 4.0, respectively. ' The calculated
lower dispersion curve, obtained from Eq. (1),
is shown as the solid lines in Fig. 1.

Stokes light is detected in the xz plane at an
angle 6I from the incident light. The case in
which the input is ordinary is termed (yz),
and in which the input is extraordinary is (zy).
In both cases, the polariton is transverse or-
dinary and polarized along the y axis. ' The
scattered light is accepted with approximate-
ly a, 0.5' (in the crystal) acceptance angle,
passes through a double-grating spectrometer,
and is photoelectrically detected. The finite
acceptance angle was necessitated by intensity
considerations.

The dispersion curves for the transverse
ordinary excitations are calculated using the
standard formula from Born and Huang:

Energy and wave-vector conservation for
small 0 give

k = ([v (n n—) + vn ]'+ v (v —v)n n 8')'" (2a)
e o o / l e o

for the input extraordinary and the output or-
dinary (zy), and

0 =-{[vn -v (n n-)]'+v (v -v)n n O'P" (2b)e l e o l l' oe
for the input ordinary and the output extraor-
dinary (yz). Here vf is the laser frequency,
and no and ne are the ordinary and extraordi-
nary refractive indices obtained by interpola-
tion of values from Bond. ' k is plotted in units
of 2vv, /c and its sign is determined from phys-
ical considerations at 6) =0. It is convenient
to plot the (yz) case separate from the (zy),
so the sign is maintained even for 0 g 0.

The energy-wave-vector conservation curves
for various angles are shown as dashed lines
in Fig. 1, with the experimental points. The
bars indicate the width at half-maximum of the
Raman lines due to the finite solid angle. The
smaller angle Raman lines are broader since
the frequency changes faster as a function of
angle. In Fig. 2 are shown the recorder traces
for the Raman scattered light for the (yz) case,
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FIG. 1. The theoretical dispersion curves for ZnO are the solid lines, while the dashed lines are the polariton
energy and wave-vector conservation conditions for a given angle. The intersections yield the allowed polaritons.
The experimental points are the circles, and the bars indicate the linewidth at half-maximum. The inserts give
the kinematics for the two cases. The single arrows are the propagation directions, while the double arrows and
dots indicate polarizations in and normal, respectively, to the plane of propagation. Here, k~, k~, and k are the
wave vectors of the laser light, Stokes light, and polariton, respectively.
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where the sharpening of the lines and the fre-
quency shift as 0 increases are pronounced. The
presence and increasing intensity of argon-
emission lines and of the exciting line prevent-
ed a. determination of the polariton frequency
closer to the exact forward direction.

A Raman shift due to polaritons on the upper
branch was expected to occur in the forward
direction for the (yz) case starting near 850
cm '. This line was expected to be broad since
in the region where this branch satisfies the
conservation conditions, its frequency changes
rapidly as a function of angle. Unfortunately,
we have not been able to detect any scattering
from this branch.

In conclusion, we have been able to plot a
sizable portion of the lower dispersion curve
in ZnO in good agreement with theory. Further-
more, we have found that the strength of the
Raman scattering does not change appreciably
as the polariton character changes from mostly
electromagnetic to mechanical, although the
electron-polariton coupling changes from an
electromagnetic to a deformation potential.

We wish to thank E. Kolb for supplying some
of the crystals used in this work, and R. J.
Ma, rtin for sa,mple preparation. We also wish
to thank S.J. Buchsbaum, J. P. Gordon, and
C. H. Henry for comments on the manuscript.

FIG. 2. Recorder traces of the Raman effect for the
(yz) case for various angles.
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